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Music Theory and Musical Practice: 
Dichotomy or Entwining?

Many colleagues in higher music education report that their students mostly fail to integrate 
theoretical knowledge into practice. We think this problem is rooted in the use of notation-
based off-time concepts for managing timed and embodied actions. As is the case with 
learning your mother tongue and learning about your mother tongue, the understanding 
of how music works should be rooted in creative practice. Music offers a wealth of starting 
points for discussing musical actions. These verbalizations gradually transform into common 
music theory.

The inner voice: a very first abstraction
Seen from a worldwide perspective and from multidisciplinary points of view, there is 
overwhelming evidence that musicality is a characteristic of all human beings (Blacking 
1976; Brown 1991; Huron 2003; Sloboda 2005; Mithen 2006; Levitin 2006 etc.). The probable 
common ancestry of language and music in human evolution (Wallin e.a. 2000; Mithen 2006; 
Brown 2007) and their shared basis in the ontology of communication in babies (Papoušek 
1996; Dissanayake 2000) seem to indicate that both communication systems can develop in 
an analogue manner: by communicative practice in relevant situations, during which subjects 
develop a deep understanding of how language or music works.
 As for language indeed every healthy person acquires the ability to express himself 
fluently in his mother tongue. Building on this ability later on in their lives people eventually 
can learn to write, read, make theoretic abstractions about the surface characteristics of 
their mother tongue and even represent them in formal rules. Such explicit knowledge – 
call it theory – eventually broadens communicative or writing skills and points to cultural 
defined parameters. Everyone agrees this kind of knowledge is no prerequisite for acquiring 
the core skill of one’s mother tongue: talking. Most of the concepts that make us understand 
and generate language are implicit and not available for real time conscious consideration. 
There is even no need for this. Our brain manages to generate meaningful language beyond 
awareness. Could this also be true for acquiring musical skills? Would such a process be 
beneficial for a better integration of musical practice and theory?
 Although most authors are sceptical about direct cognitive equivalents between 
music and language (Patel 2010), we point to the fact that making music is an adaptive 
sequential motor activity (Keele and Curran 1995; Fiebach and Schubotz 2006; Keller and 
Koch 2008; Hodges and Sebalt 2011) just like walking, dancing and talking, grafted in 
biology and shaped by culture. According to Rodolfo Llinàs (2001), one of the fathers of 
modern brain science, our mental abilities are rooted in the necessity to move our bodies 
in ever changing environments. The central focus is about real time decision-making, 
about making predictions that result in the composition of novel actions to cope with 
novel situations (Pressing 1988). The immediate computation and execution of situation 
adapted actions – call it improvisation – seems to be the core business of the brain 
(Strobbe and Van Regenmortel 2010). Think about driving in the city, walking in the 
jungle, playing tennis, or having an interesting conversation. All these intricate activities 
imply a computational system far beyond the reproduction of conditioned actions saved 
in our memory. Rather than knowing what, it is about knowing how. From the moment 
walking, talking and musicking are operational in unpredictable situations, subjects will 
have acquired a fully developed implicit knowledge about how those disciplines work. 
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Since the cognitive revolution in the second half of the twentieth century scientists believe 
that adaptive sequential motor activities postulate syntax ruled computations. Our brain 
operates as a discrete combinatorial system: a constrained set of syntactic rules, acting on 
an expanding vocabulary of procedural and open action plans, enabling us to produce an 
unlimited amount of meaningful (re)actions. Llinàs (2001) often uses musical examples 
to illustrate this idea. From a psychological point of view, musical actions can be regarded 
as a metaphor for the way we move around, socialize and communicate with other people 
and carry on our unpredictable lives (Cross 1999; Doğantan-Dack 2006).
 Another important feature is the fact sequential motor actions can be imagined 
(Langheim e.a. 2001; Bangert and Altenmüller 2003; Kleber 2007). Imagined sequential 
motor activities not only contain information about the kinaesthetic experience, but 
also about the inherent sensory perceptions, e.g. auditory and visual. We can imagine 
ourselves hitting someone and subsequently feel the movements plus the sounds they 
make. Vice versa, our brain tends to compute actions corresponding to sounds we are 
listening to or movements we are watching. That is how infants guess how to pronounce 
a ‘k’. It is the sound of mama’s ‘k’ that unconsciously unveils the necessary motor actions 
(Molnar-Szakacs and Overy 2006). MRI scans also revealed that the musician’s brain 
is computing the respective motor actions beyond awareness when he concentrates on 
music while lying on the bed (Lahav 2005). The most interesting phenomenon is our 
capacity to imagine pure speech and pure music (seemingly) apart from the respective 
motor actions. At least, the latter is how it feels for our conscious brain. Everybody can 
easily audiate1 speech and music (Gordon 2007) relaxing in an armchair. Moreover, not 
only skilled musicians can imagine or create real time music in complete silence. We all 
can. Audiation seems to be the very first abstraction of the music and language we make 
because it can be disconnected from overt action.
 Llinàs (2001) points out that for a complex organism like a human being to move 
around adequately is all about abstraction. Abstraction has everything to do with 
generating an internal image of the body as a whole. Abstraction is directly related with 
the integration of parts and actions of the body. Its aim is to ‘support the strategy around 
which to organize the tactics of what the animal will do’ (Llinàs 2001: 225), be it in the 
extremely specialized form of playing an instrument.
 Zooming in on real time music making Pressing (1988) describes the improviser’s 
capacity to ‘preview’ music and its necessary motor actions. Similar to athletes who forefeel 
their long jump or javelin throw and all the steps anticipating that moment, dancers 
forefeel their movements just as pianists do. A lot of violinists foresee their movements 
and constantly observe their left hand, others fortunately also forehear them. Colleague 
musicians described their capacity to navigate their performance through a synesthetic 
feedforward and a few guidelines such as a (notated) structural representation. In other 
words: they feel, hear and see the next move (sensory motor feedforward).
 Just consider that syntax always points to future activities. If we say: Yesterday, John…, 
you guess: was? went? played? missed?, and we continue: tried to…, and you guess: fix? 
understand? climb?. We believe sensory motor feedforward, whilst playing or not, is not 
the privilege of experienced musicians. In our teaching experiments we noted children, 
while transposing an improvised fragment, clearly prepare adequate motor actions they 
probably never executed before. We also observed seven years old North African migrant’s 
children start applauding to the expected finalis of a live Chopin nocturne by Claire 
Chevalier. The cadence happened to be deceptive, which provoked quite some hilarity. 
The point is they were fully involved in listening and already knew how cadences work, 
although we could reasonably assume they were not acculturated with this particular 
music. We remember an anecdote about the Flemish composer and organist Flor Peeters 

1 In 1975 Edwin Gordon introduced the term audiation to define real time music imagining.
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on a flight between Brussels and New York. After take-off, he started to study a short piece 
he was supposed to play in Boston two days later. ‘It feels and sounds like playing it,’ he 
said to his neighbour at 10.000 feet. Essentially, the difference between these examples 
is only gradual. They are about syntactic audio motor feedforward based on implicit 
understanding. Audiation seems to be the root of musical understanding. In other 
words: if one can imagine music or language, one knows how music or language works. 
Considering that audiating music always keeps ahead of time and includes respective 
motor actions, we suggest:  if you can audiate it, you can (learn to) play it. 

The mindless body and bodiless knowledge
We all know that when the amateur musician says I feel it in my fingers but I cannot 
explain, common sense presumes he does not know what he is doing. An academic might 
confound this statement with the idea he has no knowledge about what he is doing. It has 
become clear by now that the skill of creating real time music or language first of all 
implies embodied knowledge about how music or language works. From this point of 
view it is not surprising most seventeenth- and eighteenth-century methods displayed 
deep confidence in human musical nature en consequently did not directly involve 
with explanations of complex theoretical issues. Instead they focused on generalizing 
from common examples by means of improvisation and composition. The widespread 
partimento practice in Europe inducted implicit knowledge about harmony, melody and 
counterpoint through diminutive elaboration of a given (unfigured) bass. 
 Almost synchronously, the early Enlightenment gave birth to academic thinking and 
stressed a more rational approach to reveal ‘the laws that rule the phenomena’. Music no 
doubt was subject to this renewed interest as is testified by the quantity of treatises published 
in that era, mostly addressing the cultivated amateur. Partimento practice, by contrast, 
focused on the studious one’s: ‘Confronted with a partimento, the insider heard a series of 
musico-ritual messages rich in associations. The outsider heard just a bass part.’2

 Fux’s (1725) theory on music from the counterpoint perspective and Rameau’s (1722) 
on harmony manifestly blueprinted the methodology for conservatory level music theory 
and pedagogy until today. They are notation biased, off time, off context and atomizing. 
Precisely the opposite of what professionals until then had been doing: (auto)didactic 
practice was sounding, real time, contextual and all skills were integrated from the first 
moment. In the midst of this paradigm shift C.P.E. Bach mentions to Forkel how his 
father preferred not to use methods by Fux and others but held on plain thoroughbass 
training as the key to fundamental knowledge about music (Lester 2006). Bach was not 
the only one to criticize Fux’s magnum opus: ‘Certainly Mizler [1742] did not believe a 
revolution in teaching had occurred in the seventeen years since the publication of the 
Gradus’ (Lester 1989: 129). Riemann quoted it as ‘out of date before it was published’ 
(Lester 1989: 129). Anyway, after Fux and Rameau the atomization of music soon was 
established, both on the pedagogical and theoretical level.
 At a glance anyone can see that the bass lines used in most partimento exercises 
all over Europe are basically melodic. From this perspective ‘grasping dissonants and 
consonants to a given bass’ – as C.P.E. Bach continues – synthesizes the whole idea. In 
the thoroughbass tradition, music was presented as an undividable whole and could not 
be learned in the absence of timing and sound. Harmony, melody and counterpoint were 
entwined and seemed to be the product of diatonic voicing in consonants, navigated 
by the musical ear, resolving intentional and accidental dissonance by 2nd-step-shifting. 
This implies a great deal of parallel voicing due to the melodic and diatonic shape of the 
bass line.

2 Robert Gjerdingen, ‘About Partimenti’, http://faculty-web.at.northwestern.edu/music/gjerdingen/

partimenti/aboutParti/histOverview.htm (accessed 2 October 2011).
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Those rather trivial syntactic rules contrast with the complexity of analysis-originated 
theories. Analysis might reveal a prolongational harmony of cadencing fundamentals as 
well as rules of species counterpoint. The question remains if those theories reflect the 
way our brains prefer to think real time music: ‘While it is true that the writings of J.J. 
Quantz, C.P.E. Bach, and Leopold Mozart contain a wealth of detail about eighteenth-
century music, one can hardly imagine a young boy developing into a competent court 
composer through even the most careful reading of them.’3 
 Developing embodied musical knowledge is one thing, making this knowledge 
explicit by means of a valid theory is another. The reason is that useful explicitations 
do not really need to be correct. They need to be useful. That’s why people say the sun 
goes down. This is scientifically not correct, because the earth turns around its own axis 
and creates this illusion. Usually, we are very confident about such misconceptions, 
since further creative practice and talking about them will optimize them anyway. In 
this regard we refer to the redescription theory by Karmiloff-Smith (1992). So, when 
trying to establish a useful music theory, it seems necessary to study embodied musical 
knowledge before extracting rules from notation by means of analysis or accepting 
them from other’s research (theory books). 
 Nevertheless, since the early nineteenth century, formal music education has gradually 
been dominated by reproduction biased ‘notational centricity’ (Middleton 2002). Reading 
skills and notation based theoretical concepts are supposed to anticipate active musical skills, 
which in the long run are expected to result into the integration of instrumental technique, 
real time syntactic performance and expressive communication, the whole approach being 
a symptom of the ancient paradigm about the difference between mind and matter. In a few 
decades notation acquired the status of absolute reference for methodology and evaluation 
in education, artistic research and performance. Although most classically trained 
musicians today will agree that music is a kind of language or at least a kind of emotional 
communication, looking at their daily practice, we could ask ourselves: Do they really believe 
this? We think notational centricity and in its wake a lot of other unfounded but persevering 
ideas have triggered a dichotomy between acting and knowing, or, as Stravinsky (1982) 
indicated, between doers and explainers. Assessing the expertise of highly trained classical 
musicians we even discern two kinds of ‘doers’: a large heir of score performers on the one 
hand and a selected club of improvisers/composers on the other. In most conservatories 
expertise in real time creative practices is no artistic or pedagogic priority. It is implicitly 
expected to flourish upon the combination of reproductive and theoretical skills. Beside 
instrumental technique theory seems to be the source for true artistic development. 
 In our view, this presumption is confusing or even false. In the first place creative 
practice is commonly considered as a mere result of talent, an accident of nature, and 
apparantly in no need for any explanation. Secondly future integration of theory and 
reproductive skills is nothing more than an assumption. Many colleagues all over Europe 
keep reporting that even highly trained graduates often lack basic musical skills and 
deep theoretical understanding, notwithstanding often well-developed instrumental 
virtuosity. Many students suffer an almost typical pathology, which seems to be rooted 
in an underdeveloped musical ear. Much effort seems to be done in remediating 
symptoms that have become accepted as being part of a normal musical development. 
We think an atomized step-by-step approach based on notation, theoretical concepts and 
decontextualized reproduction might be the cause of  poor generalization from experience; 
poor real time understanding of musical syntax; poor audio motor feedforward. These are 
aspects that in turn might lead to; lack of integrated musical skill; unreliable musical 
memory; lack of artistic authenticity; lack of artistic independence; dysfunctional stage 
fright; problems with mental and physical well-being. 

3 Robert Gjerdingen, ‘About Partimenti’, see Footnote 2.
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There cannot be any doubt that the nineteenth-century artistic and pedagogic concepts 
as established in formal music education might endanger true musicianship, since, as a 
result of acute shortage on creative musical practice from early childhood on, too many 
graduates lack basic knowledge about how music works. Paraphrasing Stravinsky, we 
could sketch three musical caricatures: score reproducers displaying a mindless body, 
theorists displaying bodiless knowledge and improvisers displaying embodied knowledge. 
 In conservatories there is a tendency of acting to be solely related to the mindless 
body. In other words: the body plays while the mind lowers its awareness and gives way 
to huge procedural sequences of motor actions, memorized by means of plain repetition 
and severe conditioning. The average conservatory student actually practices by repeating 
(small) musical segments or even the whole piece until the body plays it automatically 
and mindlessly. If you can play it while watching TV, you know the piece. Strobbe and 
Van Regenmortel (2010) point out that successful procedural reproductions of musical 
sequences do not seem to require deep musical understanding. It enables the illiterate 
amateur to play his favourite Mozart concerto. Unfortunately minor procedural errors (e.g. 
wrong finger, wrong tempo) are even expected to end up in fatal memory failure (Keller 
and Koch 2008; Hodges and Sebalt 2011), which might be a main cause of dysfunctional 
stage fright (Strobbe and Van Regenmortel 2010).
 On the other hand ‘real musical knowledge’ tends to be related to the bodiless mind. 
It is explicit, logical and dividable. It moves from one mind to another packed in words 
and graphic symbols. It is seen as the condition for a deeper understanding of the body’s 
actions. The belief music education starts with notes and theory is widespread. Most 
French, Belgian and Italian music schools oblige very young children to pass a year of 
solfège and music theory training before they may even start playing. This approach is 
perfectly legitimized by the fact that instrument methods always imply reading skills and 
basic theoretical knowledge. This methodology in turn was legitimized by the fact that 
playing the western musical patrimony is the ultimate goal (Sloboda 2005). The structural 
anchoring of this paradigm in formal music education was rarely questioned, neither 
its academic nor its industrial backgrounds. According to our research this academism 
produced generations of score players with very poor musical understanding, being 
incapable of implementing their large theoretical knowledge into their musical practice. 
After this first and preliminary year of solfège and music theory we felt those eight years 
old children already displayed a bizarre platonic understanding of music that was hard to 
eradicate. A fifth is 3 and ½ tones. In C#  minor there are as many #’s at the clef as counting 
them to the penultimate note in E major. An octatonic diminished scale counts up 1 + ½ tone 
steps or ½ + 1 tone steps till the octave. Adding 4 sixteenth notes equals 1 quarter. A dot after 
a note extends it by half of its value. Et cetera. In any case, it is amazing how often music 
teachers mediate visually when trying to explain music. Look, play it this way!  

Constraints of musical terms for mediating theory
Gardner (1973/1994) already points out there is no direct need to go outside the domain. 
It seems music reveals its own secrets by creative practice. But music stops when the 
talking begins. An approach that relies on the use of off-time linguistic concepts might fall 
heavily short as a means of mediating what is in fact about timed embodied knowledge. 
No wonder leading musicians, directors and teachers have a clear predilection for 
suggestive, metaphoric and all-purpose terms. Trying to describe a problem or its remedy, 
they often avoid the use of standard terminology. Why do they do that? Presuming that 
music coaches do have abundant explicit knowledge about their own craftsmanship, we 
assume they avoid talking Chinese to their subjects. In the first place they feel that music 
as a mirror of real life can easily be described in terms of real life. They intuitively know 
precise theoretical terms convey mostly their own experiences and understandings, which 
have been fine-tuned over many years of musical practice. They label an understanding 
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that is the result of decades of personal mental growth and generalizations about how 
music works. 
 Indeed, Pinker reminds us that by using language humans construct an understanding 
of the world that is very different from the analogue flow of sensations the world presents 
to them: ‘People understand reality independently of the words used to describe it. But 
while we all know when drawing on common sense that thoughts can’t be pushed around 
by words, many people hold the opposite belief when they intellectualize’ (Pinker 2007: 
165). For well-developed and experienced musicians this wouldn’t be a problem. The 
musical terms they are acquainted with directly refer to these experiences. This might not 
be the case when introducing these terms to students and children without compatible 
embodied experience. As is the case with acquiring your mother tongue, such terms are 
not necessary for acquiring active musical skills. Think about the famous jazz guitarist 
Philip Catherine, who said in a recent interview: ‘In my whole life I’ve never read a book 
about jazz. I’m really a little nitwit. But I know how to listen.’4

 If the core of our musical intelligence is rooted in our mindful bodies, than it sounds 
reasonable to look at ‘language as the child of abstract thought’ (Llinàs 2001: 225). In this 
case language can’t be a prerequisite for generating abstract thought. Instead of shaping 
our knowledge, it rather looks as if the use of appropriate language reflects what we 
already master or know! In that case introducing labels such as musical terms, and using 
music theory as a way of clarifying the musical understanding of students only makes 
sense on the basis of an active understanding of how music works. 
 Let’s have a look at how children get on with it. In our teaching research we noticed 
that in the midst of a creative process they do a lot of research on various sound stuff. They 
make instinctive and intuitive compositional choices and often get frustrated by a lack of 
inspiration, the wrong sound or technical impossibilities (often as a result of unbalance 
between what they want and what they actually can). Of course this is the moment they 
need help. Since we started working in groups on a regular basis, talking about music 
mostly concerned problem solving and quality control, not to mention unveiling each 
other’s inventions. What shall I…?, How do you…?, When should I...?, Can’t she…?. Such 
cooperation is not only very stimulating and sharpening their artistic criteria, but, in the 
wake of this process music thinking gradually becomes subject to more precise, more 
extensive and generalizable verbalizations. From creative actions they latently develop 
an individually shared vocabulary that gradually transforms into a more common music 
theory. It looks like this process of gradual explicitation is their ultimate tool to boost 
musical expertise. Could it be they sense the shortcomings of an intuitive aural approach 
and need to discuss their actions?
 It seems the cumulative cultural evolution of western music implies the use of syntaxes 
that are far more complicated than the hypothetic inherited one, which according to 
Strobbe and Van Regenmortel (2010) constitutes the main difference between linguistic 
and musical development. Who needs to study the English grammar in order to achieve 
expertise in English? Nobody. Just engage with English. Not so with e.g. Lassus, Brahms 
or Messiaen. A lot of western tonal music accumulates cultural heritages from the past 
and from elsewhere constituting a complex conglomerate of historical, geographical and 
visionary constructs. The syntactic and idiomatic pyramid below specimen like Lacrimae 
di san Pietro, Ein Deutsches Requiem or La Nativité du Seigneur, is huge and needs to be 
studied from bottom to top. Indeed, it is all beyond the notes.
 Few musicians move along this trajectory as e.g. conductor and keyboard player Jos Van 
Immerseel did. The big steps to be made seem to be (1) engage in creative processes with 
idioms and syntaxes, (2) explicite this knowledge by discussing and rationalizing it and 
(3) embody other’s theories by creative practice. There seems to be a particular interaction 

4 In the Flemish newspaper De Morgen, 7 September 2011.
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between expliciting activity and impliciting activity within the learning process of those 
specimens. Temporary and locally useful theories emerge but are soon being redescribed 
implicitly by further experience, by working together and by mutual criticism. Cooperative 
learning seems to be capital. How did you do that? This is the sound I have been looking for! 
may trigger a lot of explicit knowledge. Oh, it is quite simple: from here, I suddenly play 
a minor scale. This is exactly where the expert teacher can link disparate knowledge to 
common music theory. Let’s have a look at the chords below your minor scale! might reveal 
the principles of blues. Thinking music gradually transforms into thinking about music. 
That is how we shape a common and more generalizable vocabulary for communicating 
about musical actions and, in the long run, how we conceive a music theory. But not only 
improvisation and composition force us to think and talk about music, also transposition 
does. Transposing a piece of music ruthlessly reveals the gaps in our knowledge about it. 
It compels to engage with deep structure and diverse compositional issues, like arranging, 
transcribing and trying to play from audio do too. 
 Unfortunately, in current music education this is a very uncommon approach. Our 
own teaching research made clear that conservatory students are faced with another 
challenge: not only making embodied knowledge explicit but mainly embodying bodiless 
knowledge! In other words: how to implement theories in musical practice? How can 
studying harmony or counterpoint help to play a Debussy prelude? As a matter of fact it 
usually does not. Conservatories spend a lot of intellectual energy on integrating theory 
and artistic practice. We are afraid this goal is rarely achieved. Score players do not really 
feel the need to play syntactically and to explore the roots of a composition. They forget 
about harmony, analysis and counterpoint, they just reproduce the score. As if it’s all in the 
notes. We think this score player’s belief undermines art, musical expertise and knowledge. 
That is why we successfully introduced the discipline of recomposition in our own practice. 
A structural representation of the music, usually a figured bass, is the (auto)didactic 
starting point, and not the score. For the time being the score remains backstage but is 
permanently referred to. After exploring the harmonic structure, idiomatic improvisation 
gradually expands the composition, guided by the teacher’s elaborative constraints such 
as style, voicing, ornaments, etc. This is beautiful! Now try to play the substitute dominant 
arpeggiato and than repeat the segment transposed a third lower. Fantastic! Let’s see how 
Bartók worked this out! Students not only grasp the chance to implement theoretical 
issues, especially on harmony, but also learn about how this music really works. A major 
advantage of such approach is enhanced sensory motor feedforward because performance 
gets less procedural and more syntactic. In our research with students on recomposition 
we noticed less memory failure, less stage fright and enhanced artistic integrity. 
 We believe the triple transition from silent to sounding, from off time to real time and 
from rational to intuitive can only be achieved bottom-up and by creative practice. If you 
really want to know how e.g. a diminished scale fits into harmony, you will need to explore 
the nature, constraints and possibilities of this allegation by learning to improvise with it. 
In other words by learning to use it syntactically and thus generalize from sounding and 
real time experience.

In search of a useful music theory
In contrast to the bulk of music research so far and analogous to much of the approach in 
psycholinguistic research, it seems obvious we study embodied knowledge of autodidact 
improvisers in any developmental stage: babbling toddlers, youngsters trying to play 
their favourite music and last but not least accomplished jazz musicians. Strobbe en Van 
Regenmortel (2010) found their teaching expertise endorsed by cognitive science in their 
hypothesis of a musical instinct and their definition of musical intuition. Everybody learns 
a lot about music in his life, even without ever making music. If everybody can discern 
a dominant from a tonic, upbeat from downbeat, melody from harmony, major from 
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minor; if anyone manages to understand a transposition or a variation as essentially the 
same; if Bach communicated his music with an audience of farmers, merchants, clerks, 
their wives and children, what then do we learn by sole immersion? 
 According to Thomson and Schellenberg (2006), under the surface of all music styles, 
universal compositional rules outline the way we think music. We believe those rules can 
be helpful to novice performing musicians since they seem to contain a manageable set 
of tools that help to control the sequentiality of musical actions at the elementary level of 
active understanding. Most modern methods of counterpoint and harmony do not. The 
rules are many, they are complex, they are static and very often they are not congruent with 
the actual sensory experiences of the performer. First of all the Gestalt principles apply 
on music perception (Lehmann e.a. 2006). Musical segmentation roughly takes place on 
the base of coherence, contrast, context and prototypical features. Same length, same 
meter, similar harmony, similar melody, similar timbre etc. obviously facilitate the mental 
representation of musical structures and hence communication. Lerdahl and Jackendoff 
(1996) also based their Generative Theory of Tonal Music on Gestalt theory. Apart from 
our innate predisposition to memorize absolute pitch, absolute tempo, absolute timbre 
and absolute duration, our brain keeps statistics on all musical events, has predilections 
for overtone-related and pulse-related concepts (Trehub 2003; McMullen and Saffran 
2004; Trainor 2005; Thompson and Schellenberg 2006; Mithen 2006; McDermott and 
Hauser 2007; Patel 2008). Every musician, every music teacher knows manipulating 
repetition and contrast is the key to communicate temporal events and manipulating 
consonance the key to communicate tonal events. Repetition makes structural events 
predictable and contrast generates an alternation of expectation and confirmation, even 
over extended laps of time. These are no less than the principles of a kind of emotional 
grammar that already characterizes early mother-infant communication during the first 
months of life (Dissanayake 2000). We saw Jon-Roar Bjørkvold illustrate this idea with an 
audio recording of a mother singing a sixteen bar AABA’ song to her six months old baby 
tickling him on the last note. After a few times, the baby predicted the tickling and started 
laughing some three bars in advance. Similarly, in the remembrance of consonance, 
dissonance creates an analogous expectation-confirmation alternation also possibly over 
extended laps of time.
 It seems every human being is able to instinctively

(repetition)
1.  detect/install regular pulse 
2.  phase temporal events on (virtual) regular pulse and immediately assess dephazing on 

the symmetrical subdivision and multiplication as 
 a.  intentional (groove, inégalité, syncopation) and thus accepted as relative to next/ 

 past phase
 b.  accidental and to be corrected (desync)

(consonance)
3.  detect/install a (virtual) tonic
4.  phase tonal events on the (virtual/local) tonic’s perfect triad 
 a.  immediately assess dissonance
 b.  resolve dissonance by shifting to the nearest diatonic 
  i.  2 to 1 (or 3)
  ii.  7 to 8 (or 6)
  iii.  4 to 3 (or 5)
  iv.  6 = weak consonant? weak dissonant? neutral?
5.  cadence a fundamental to release its inherent triton’s dissonance 
 a.  overtone stimulated harmonic cadence
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 b.  overtone stimulated melodic cadence from and towards tonic: twin tetrachord  
 setup (1 to 4 + 5 to 1 diatonic scale setup). 

 The harmonic origins of melody imply the common tonic-dominant setup of pitch 
class sets, bridged by its dissonants (semitone or tone), scaling up to a tetrachord. 
Principally any dissonant will do, even if this results in tetrachords with augmented 
intervals, which are quite common. As a matter of fact, all possible combinations are 
in use. 

 The diatonic scale constrains the perfect triad from perpetual cadencing towards 
another perfect triad thus provoking the abolition of actual tonality. Remarkably, 
modal chords  (minor 7, major 7, half diminished) originating from scale constraint 
tend to behave as natural harmonic dominants and display analogue cadence gravity. 

6. voice in consonant diatonic parallels

(congruence between parameters)
7. synchronise melodic, harmonic, rhythmical, metrical, structural and dynamic 

tensions and their releases.  Tonal and temporal dominants tend to overlap, as do 
their resolutions, e.g. V is expected on upbeat, I on downbeat, releasing all tensions. 
Dominants tend to imply increased rhythmical activity, accelerando, crescendo etc.

The simplicity and the openness of this hypothetical basic syntax anyway certify the huge 
diversity of musical productions, historically and geographically. Culture has expanded 
this syntax in a myriad ways and often more spectacularly than is the case with languages. 
There seems to be more syntactic correspondence between Arabic and French than on a 
musical level between raga and fugue. Clearly, culture defined most of the musical rules 
we extracted from western music since the fifteenth century. They are yet miles away from 
the basic syntax as outlined above. On the other hand musical rules seem to be a lot less 
binding than linguistic rules. Sounds, in which e.g. only rule 1 or rule 3 is detected, might 
be experienced as music. Sometimes a car engine will do… We remember a young lady 
in our class who played the piano with aleatoric harmony. Everybody thinks of her work 
as real music though she invariably omitted the most characteristic parameter of western 
music: harmony. Nobody cares.
 Also Bartók manifestly did not believe in a conflict between atonality and tonality, 
between symmetric and asymmetric temporal structures but in a synergy between those 
antipodes. In his Harvard Lectures (1943) he explained how creativity has everything to 
do with ‘the unlimited and complete use of all extant possible tonal material’ including 
the deviations from that material such as bitonality (Bartók 1943: 458). The tension 
between brain compatible structures and those who do not match the way we prefer to 
think music is an artistic choice that, still according to Bartók, ‘new Hungarian art music’ 
makes (Sun-Yung 2009). Obviously Bartók (and according to himself also Stravinsky) 
understood that ‘chaos’ in certain parameters such as a blurry tonality or an irregular 
meter does not per se destroy musical ‘order’ as long as another parameter keeps ‘on 
track’. We know it is exactly this discrepancy that, as an extension of the one between the 
expected and the unexpected, deeply emotes the listener. Composition has always and 
everywhere been the art of playing with the universals of human musicality (Hodges and 
Sebald 2011).
 Thanks to a culturally expanded innate musical syntax any listener – even without 
the capacity to label – will unknowingly reduce a piece to an elementary structural 
representation in real time. He will unknowingly assess temporal and tonal (dis)
similarities and elaborations, detect tensions and predict their possible resolutions. From 
this representation he can even assign a variation to the original such as tonal and metrical 
transpositions, perception of relative pitch, augmentations, diminutions, ornamentations 
and tempo changes, also when important surface characteristics have been modified 
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such as melody or meter. Intuitive and intentional syntactic activity of the performer, 
on the other hand, expands a piece from a raw structural representation, elaborating it 
with tensions and resolutions to match or frustrate the listener’s expectations. Creating a 
familiar ambience and emoting with surprise at novelty (Sloboda 2005) is part of his true 
skill. 
 Both the listener and the performer take advantage of verbalizing and rationalizing 
their experiences, the successful as well as the enigmatic, in order to optimize their 
strategies in future practice from their own theoretical output. In other words, if the 
listener understands conceptually why a specific compositional action is effective or not, 
he might generalize this action and discern it in other compositions; he might try to listen 
differently or listen experimentally to analogue compositional actions. He can also give 
up trying. As for the performer, he can generalize this specific action for extended use in 
different settings, experimentally correct it, or ultimately abandon it.

Conclusion
The way we express ourselves through music is deeply rooted in our motor system. 
The ability to imagine music apart from overt motor actions seems to be the very first 
and most important abstraction we make. Caution should be taken in the methodical 
preliminary use of notes, terms and theories in order not to disrupt this crucial process 
of embodied understanding. Creative musical skills such as improvisation, transposition 
and recomposition should be encouraged because they imply and ‘naturally’ develop a 
powerful syntax driven inner voice. An everyday vocabulary can easily be connected to 
the way we perceive and feel music. In the wake of this process music thinking can become 
subject to a more precise verbalization and gradually transform into common music 
theory. From that moment on talking about theory and even discussing and checking its 
validity in both a musical and scientific way, will shed an abstract but clarifying light on 
the skills subjects already master.
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